Observance of Constitution Day at FRCCE, Visakhapatnam
26th November, 2020
Constitution Day also known as 'Samvidhan Divas', is celebrated in our country on 26th November
every year to commemorate the adoption of the Constitution of India. On 26th November 1949, the
Constituent Assembly of India adopted the Constitution of India, which came into effect from 26th
January 1950. The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment on 19th November 2015 notified the
decision of Government of India to celebrate the 26th day of November every year as 'Constitution Day'
to promote Constitution values among citizens.
All the employees of FRCCE assembled in the conference hall on November 26th 2020 at 11am
and celebrated the constitution day event. The program was initiated by Mr. M. Ganesh, Technical
assistant by remembering the important dates like drafting and ratification of our constitution, people
involved in constitution forming committee, time period took for writing our constitution as well the
number of countries constitutions taken as reference for the Indian constitution preparation.
Later Dr. S. Chakrabarti, Scientist – G, Head FRCCE discussed about 10 facts regarding our Indian
constitution and the role of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in preparation of our constitution. The 10 facts included
many informative things regarding constitution like our constitution is a hand written constitution with
designing of Santiniketan artists on every page, constitution preservation in helium case, number of words
in the constitution etc. Dr. S. Chakrabarti also discussed about the suggestions given by Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar during the days of constitution preparation. Also the topic of “Vedic Siksha” during earlier days
was mentioned during his speech.
Finally the event was concluded by Dr. S. Chakrabarti saying that our constitution needs few more
amendments to shine and it’s in the hands of upcoming generation to strengthen the rights of the people.

